TUESDAY 10/13 - GUESSES
GUESS #1: A floppy mirror >>> @4:20pm
GUESS #2 : A toilet flushing >>> @5:20pm
WEDNESDAY 10/14 - GUESSES
GUESS #3: Swinging a jump rope really fast >>> @8:20am
GUESS #4: Pulling the plug from a full sink >>> @9:20am
GUESS #5: Opening up a soda bottle and pouring it >>> @12:20pm
GUESS #6 : Rolling a wine bottle across the counter >>> @4:20pm
GUESS #7 : A plunger going up and down inside the water >>> @5:20pm
THURSDAY 10/15- GUESSES
GUESS #8: Opening a bottle of soda and pouring it into a glass >>> @8:20am
GUESS #9: Pouring or dribbling fish food into a fish tank >>> @9:20am
GUESS #10: A fishing bobber or floater hitting the water >>> @12:20pm
GUESS #11: Bitting into a butterfinger >>> @4:20pm
GUESS #12 : Home Soda machine when you put bubbles in the water >>> @5:20pm
FRIDAY 10/16-GUESSES
GUESS #13: Skipping a rock on a pond >>> @8:20am
GUESS #14: Blowing bubbles of air into a straw in a liquid and slowly bringing the straw out
>>> @9:20am
GUESS #15: Spraying hairspray onto your hair >>> @12:20pm
GUESS #16: Releasing the tape measure so it scoots back in >>> @4:20pm
GUESS #17 : Removing or Pulling the stopper from the bathtub drain >>> @5:20pm
MONDAY 10/19-GUESSES
GUESS #18: Lifting up the drain stopper of a sink >>> @8:20am
GUESS #19: Using an espresso machine to make foam with the milk >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #20: The valve inside of a toilet tank >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #21 : Opening up a soda can >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #22 : Changing the jug on the water cooler >>> @ 5:20pm
TUESDAY 10/20- GUESSES
GUESS #23: A toilet getting plunged >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #24: When the iron is bubbling and you spray the mist >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #25: Pulling the aluminum foil of the roll and ripping it >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #26 : Unwrapping a strawberry pie >>> @ 4:20pm
WEDNESDAY 10/21- GUESSES
GUESS #27: Filling up a plastic bottle pump with hand sanitizer >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #28: Tipping over a bottle of champagne and pouring some and having it spill out of the
cup >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #29: Taking the plastic lid off of a Tupperware container >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #30: Dropping a few Alka - Seltzers into a water cup or coke >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #31 : Dropping Mentos into a Coca Cola >>> @ 5:20pm

THURSDAY 10/22 - GUESSES
GUESS #32: Opening a plastic storage container of tuna fish >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #33: Shaking a tennis ball up & down in it's plastic container >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #34: Opening a jar of Grandma's canned peaches >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #35 : Unwrapping and popping open the container of a pillsbury croissant container >>>
@ 4:20pm
GUESS #36 : A Fish tank pump bubbling in the water >>> @ 5:20pm
FRIDAY 10/23 - GUESSES
GUESS #37: Pulling the spout of hand sanitizer out of the bottle >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #38: Mentos bubbling in a 2-Liter soda bottle & opening the cap >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #39: Bobbing for apples >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #40: Cleaning Scuba equipment before dropping it into the sea >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #41: A pump sprayer that exterminators use >>> @ 5:20pm
MONDAY 10/26 - GUESSES
GUESS #42: Boiling water and the water spilling out & hitting the burner >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #43: Turning a water fountain on & off >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #44: A mason jar cooling down >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #45: Pouring in a 7-Eleven Slurpee/Icee with a lid on >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #46: Dispensing soda from a fountain machine into a cup of ice >>> @ 5:20pm
TUESDAY 10/27 - GUESSES
GUESS #47: The dripping and steam sound at the end of brewing coffee >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #48: Opening of a can from which a snake or worms comes out >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #49: Filling up a water gun with water and shooting it >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #50: Popping a bottle of champagne >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #51 : Dropping boiling melted peas on a lighted candle on top of the burner of a fondue
burner >>> @5:20pm
WEDENESDAY 10/28 - GUESSES
GUESS #52: Emptying the trash or recycle bin on a computer >>> 8:20am
GUESS #53: opening up a shaken bottle of soda >>> 9:20am
GUESS #54: Ghostbusters slime flying out of a gun or a can >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #55: A toy gun shooting soft balls out of it >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #56: Dropping dry ice into a cup of water >>> @ 5:20pm
THURSDAY 10/29 - GUESSES
GUESS #57: Dropping tootsie rolls into a plastic pumpkin >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #58: The gel used for ultrasounds and then the sucking sound that is made >>>
@9:20am
GUESS #59: A dentist turning on his water gun to rinse your mouth out >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #60: Dropping a candy Lifesaver in a plastic pumpkin with water @ >>> 4:20pm
GUESS #61: Dropping Mentos in a plastic pumpkin full of water @ >>> 5:20pm

FRIDAY 10/30 - GUESSES
GUESS #62: Witch cauldron with juice and dry ice and it spills over >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #63: A pumpkin cannon at a pumpkin patch >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #64: Turning on the air conditioning and cranking up the temperature higher to cool
down >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #65 : Shaking a can of silly string and spraying it >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #66 : Taking a poster board off the wall that's taped on the wall >>> @ 5:20pm
MONDAY 11/2 - GUESSES
GUESS #67: Popping open a brand new can of tennis balls >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #68: Opening up a full can slime, rolling it around, dropping it or snapping it before
putting it back in the can >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #69: The sound of a fighting game like Super Mario on Nintendo >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #70 : Dropping slime on a sheet of tin foil and ripping it and tearing it off >>> @
4:20pm
GUESS #71 : Dropping slime on tin foil >>> @ 5:20pm
TUESDAY 11/3 - GUESSES
GUESS #72: Dropping slime onto a sheet of aluminum foil and rolling it>>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #73: Dropping slime on tin foil, wrapping it and rolling it around until it squeezes open
>>> @ 9:20am

